
Bakuso Racing Sdn. Bhd.

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 320.00

VOLKSWAGEN GOLF GTi MK5 Silicone
Intercooler Hose Kit

Description

SAMCO Style VOLKSWAGEN GOLF GTi Intercooler Hose Kit.

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 160.00

NISSAN SKYLINE R32 RB20DET Silicone
Induction Hose.

Description

NISSAN SKYLINE R32 RB20DET Silicone Induction Hose.

- After Air-Flow Meter Towards Turbo Inlet.
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Price MYR 270.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CIVIC EG 92~95

HASPORT Style HONDA CIVIC EG B-Series
MT Engine Mount

Description

HASPORT Style Billet Engine Mount

Billet CNC Aluminium Material
High Strength PU Mount
Std B-Series Mount Replace Only

Performance mount kit for use with the stock D-series engine (with 2-bolt
left-hand mount bracket) and transmission in the 92-95 Civic and Civic Del
Sol. These mounts will also work with B-series engines with 2-bolt timing
left-hand mount bracket. This kit replaces the stock left, right and rear
mounts.

Price MYR 270.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CIVIC EK 96~00

HASPORT Style HONDA CIVIC EK B-Series
MT Engine Mount

Description

HASPORT Style Billet Engine Mount

Billet Aluminium Material
EK Stock Replacement Mounts (B or D-Series)
2 Bolt Mount
High Strength PU Material
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA ODYSSEY RC1 2016
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
ODYSSEY RC1 2016

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA ODYSSEY RC1 2016

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM360.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centres
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK 2015
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades (Clip-On
Type) For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK 2015

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK 2015

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centres
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades Snap-On
Magnetic For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GK

6 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Magnet Sunshades RM420.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA JAZZ/FIT GE3
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades Clip-On
Type For HONDA JAZZ/FITGE3

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GE3

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM30.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA JAZZ/FIT GE3
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades Snap-On
Magnetic For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GE

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GE3

4 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA JAZZ/FIT GD3
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
JAZZ/FIT GD3

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GD3

4 Pieces Side Windiws Clip-On Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
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Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CR-Z
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-Z

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA CR-Z

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type sunshades
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 320.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CIVIC EK4
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CIVIC EK4

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CIVIC EK4

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunahsdes RM320.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
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Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 370.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY GD8
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY GD8

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GD8

4 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades RM370.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
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Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 320.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY GD8
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

CITY GD8

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GD8

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
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Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY GM6 2014
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY GM6 2014

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GM6 2014

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY RM6 2015
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY GM6 2015

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GM6 2015

4 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades RM370.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY GM3 2008~2013
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY GM3 2008~2013

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GM3
2008~2013

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY GM3 2008~2013
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY GM2 2008~2013

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For HONDA CITY GM3
2008~2013

4 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades RM370.00
1 Piece Front Windshield Sunshades RN260.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window. However, not
all model we might manufacture the rear sun shades to cover more model
in the future. Do check this website from time to time if you are interested
in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application BMW 1 SERIES E87
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW 1
Series E87

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For BMW 1 Series
E87

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM350.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than
Groovy. We pride ourselves on using high quality,
certified materials and we adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there are
counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our
Groovy Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to
responsible manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy
(Patented & Patent Pending) Sunshades and educate
yourself on how to purchase authorized products and
how to avoid counter-fits that could potentially cause
harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate
chemical breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in
your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with
Snap-On Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most
advance automotive grade equipment's available today to
ensure all of our products meet the highest standards in
quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and
TS16949 certified factory in Taiwan with the support of 4
research and development centers around the world. All
Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet Original
Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety
begins at the design stage and continues throughout the
entire manufacturing process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as
Cadmium (Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy
metals are usually found in ink dyes and paint. All Groovy
sunshades are certified free from toxic heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will
withstand heat up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting
point at 254 degrees Celsius. Calorimetry test conducted by
SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing
temperatures at minus 50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness
temperature test conducted by SGS.
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Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades
offer good UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at
67% (UV transmission test conducted by TUV Rhineland
Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for
harmful substances. Our products are free from illegal
substances and we are certified by OEKO Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a
compact size for easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window
frame with provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling
required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore
it does not interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair
visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September
2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sunshades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM
materials. Groovy sun shade mesh fabric used is many times
thicker and more durable than a typical cheap generic sun
shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in
place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with
the windows down, ensuring that you still get some protection
from the sun while having a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy
sun shades help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more
comfortable by further reducing heat and blocking out glare
from sunlight. The sun shades are also certified to block out
67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by TÜV Rheinland. If
your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun shades will
lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the
cabin quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed,
Groovy sun shades can easily be removed and folded to a
more compact size. A high quality nylon bag will be provided
for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do have sun shades for the rear window.
However, not all model we might manufacture the rear sun
shades to cover more model in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun
shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
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A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by
Groovy sun shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle
make and model and we will see what we can do. Also, do
check this website from time to time as we are constantly
updating our product portfolio with more and more vehicle
makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to
ensure that it is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the
case that your Groovy sun shade arrives with manufacturer
defect. There is no warranty for wear and tear or mishandling
of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application AUDI Q7
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For AUDI Q7

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For AUDI Q7

6 Pieces Side  Windows Clip-On Type Sushades RM460.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
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ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
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A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application AUDI A3 8V
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For AUDI A3
8V Sedan

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For AUDI A3 8V Sedan

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM350.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.
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Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
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we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application CHEVROLET CRUZE J300
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For
CHEVROLET Cruze J300

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For CHEVROLET CRUZE J300

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.
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Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.
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Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application CHEVROLET COLORADO
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For
CHEVROLET COLORADO

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For CHEVROLET COLORADO

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.
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Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
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shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application KIA RIO K2 UB
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For KIA RIO
K2

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES For KIA RIO UB K2

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
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UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HYUNDAI SANTA FE 2014
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Magnetic Sunshades
For HYUNDAI SANTA FE 2014

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

6 Pieces Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades RM430.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HYUNDAI SATA FE 2014
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For
HYUNDAI SANTA FE 2014

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HYUNDAI SANTA FE 2014

6 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM380.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA STEPWGN SPADA
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
STEPWGN SPADA 2014 Clip-On Sunshades

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA STEPWGN SPADA 2014

6 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Type Sunshades RM380.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00
1 Piece Front Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA STREAM RN6
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
STREAM RN6

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA STREAM RN6

6 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM380.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA STEPWGN SPADA 2014
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades Snap-On
Type For HONDA STEPWGN SPADA 2014

Description

GROOVY Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA STEPWGN SPADA
2015

6 Pieces Side Windows Snap-On Sunshades RM430.00
1 Piece Front Windshield Sunshades RM260.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA FREED 2008~
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
FREED 2008~ Snap-On Magnetic Shades

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades For
HONDA FREED 2008~

6 Pieces Snap-On Magnetic Side Windows Sunshades
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA FREED 2008~
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
FREED 2008~

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA FREED 2008~

6 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application KIA OPTIMA K5 2010~2015
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For KIA
OPTIMA K5 2010~2015

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For KIA OPTIMA K5 2010~2015

4 Pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshades RM260.00
1 Piece Front Windshield Sunshades RM260.00
1 Piece Sun Roof Sunshade RM260.00

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 380.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CR-V RD4-RD7 2002~2006
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-V RD4 2002~2006 Clip-On Sunshades

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA CR-V RD4-RD7
2002~2006

6 Pieces Clip-On Side Windows Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA ACCORD 2015~
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
ACCORD 2015 Front Row Only

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA ACCORD 2015~

2 Pieces Front Row Side Window Sunshades
1 Piece Rear Windshield Sunshade

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 240.00
Vehicle Application BMW 5-SERIES E60
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW 5-
Series E60 Front Row Side Window Clip-On
Sunshades

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW 5-SERIES E60

- 2 Pieces front row sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
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in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 320.00
Vehicle Application HONDA CITY 2009~
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CITY 2009~ Clip-On Sunshades

Description

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA CITY 2009~

4 Pieces Clip-On Sunshades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 260.00
Vehicle Application

HONDA CR-V RM6 2015~ Rear Windshield
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-V 2015~ Rear Windshield

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA CR-V RM6 Rear
WIndshield

- 1 Piece Rear Windshield

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES
BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials are Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CR-V RM6 2014~
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-V 2015~

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Shades for HONDA CR-V RM6 2014~

- 6 Pieces Set

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES
BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials are Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA CR-V
2007~2011

Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-V 2007~2011 CLIP-ON Sunshades

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA CR-V RE1
2007~2012

Available In:

6 pieces Side Windows Clip-On Magnetic Sunshades RM380.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Shades RM260.00

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades
since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than
Groovy. We pride ourselves on using high quality,
certified materials and we adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there are
counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our
Groovy Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to
responsible manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy
(Patented & Patent Pending) Sunshades and educate
yourself on how to purchase authorized products and
how to avoid counterfits that could potentialy cause
harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate
chemical breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in
your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES

Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with
Snap-On Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades

Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT

Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most
advance automotive grade equipment's available today to
ensure all of our products meet the highest standards in
quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and
TS16949 certified factory in Taiwan with the support of 4
research and development centers around the world. All
Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet Original
Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety
begins at the design stage and continues throughout the
entire manufacturing process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as
Cadmium (Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy
metals are usually found in ink dyes and paint. All Groovy
sunshades are certified free from toxic heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will
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withstand heat up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting
point at 254 degrees Celsius. Calorimetry test conducted by
SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing
temperatures at minus 50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness
temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades
offer good UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at
67% (UV transmission test conducted by TUV Rhineland
Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for
harmful substances. Our products are free from illegal
substances and we are certified by OEKO Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible

Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a
compact size for easy storage when not in use.

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION

Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window
frame with provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling
required.

Windows Friendly

Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore
it does not interfere with window operation.

Clear Visibility

For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair
visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA CR-V 2007~2012
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
CR-V 2007~2011 SNAP-ON Magnetic
Sunshades

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA CR-V RE1
2007~2012

Available In:

6 pieces Side Windows Slip-On Magnetic Sunshades RM430.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Shades RM260.00

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades
since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than
Groovy. We pride ourselves on using high quality,
certified materials and we adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there are
counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our
Groovy Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to
responsible manufacturing practices.
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We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy
(Patented & Patent Pending) Sunshades and educate
yourself on how to purchase authorized products and
how to avoid counterfits that could potentialy cause
harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate
chemical breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in
your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES

Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with
Snap-On Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades

Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT

Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most
advance automotive grade equipment's available today to
ensure all of our products meet the highest standards in
quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and
TS16949 certified factory in Taiwan with the support of 4
research and development centers around the world. All
Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet Original
Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety
begins at the design stage and continues throughout the
entire manufacturing process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as
Cadmium (Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy
metals are usually found in ink dyes and paint. All Groovy
sunshades are certified free from toxic heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will
withstand heat up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting
point at 254 degrees Celsius. Calorimetry test conducted by
SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing
temperatures at minus 50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness
temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades
offer good UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at
67% (UV transmission test conducted by TUV Rhineland
Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for
harmful substances. Our products are free from illegal
substances and we are certified by OEKO Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible

Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a
compact size for easy storage when not in use.

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION

Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window
frame with provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling
required.

Windows Friendly

Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore
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it does not interfere with window operation.

Clear Visibility

For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair
visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA ACCORD CP3 2008~2012
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
ACCORD CP3 '08~'12

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA ACCORD CP3
2008~2012

Available In:

4 pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Shades RM260.00

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counterfits that could
potentialy cause harm. 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
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Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS. 

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group). 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required.

Windows Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA ACCORD 2015
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
ACCORD 2015

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA ACCORD 2015

Available In:

4 pieces Side Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM320.00
2 Pieces Front Snap-On Magnetic Sunshades RM270.00
2 Pieces Front Windows Clip-On Sunshades RM240.00
1 Piece Rear Windshield Shades RM260.00
1 Piece Front Windshield Shades RM260.00

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
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Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counterfits that could
potentialy cause harm. 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS. 

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group). 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required.

Windows Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application HONDA ACCORD UC1 2002~2007
Country Of Manufacture TAIWAN

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For HONDA
ACCORD 2002~2007

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for HONDA ACCORD UC1
2002~2007

Available In:
- 6 pieces Side Windows

- Rear Windshield

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counterfits that could
potentialy cause harm. 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS. 

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group). 
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required.

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first fordable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Windows Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application FORD FIESTA MK6

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For FORD
FIESTA MK6

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for FORD FIESTA MK6

Available In:
- 6 pieces Side Windows

- Rear Windshield

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counterfits that could
potentialy cause harm. 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
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Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS. 

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group). 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required.

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first fordable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Windows Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application BMW X3 F25
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW X3
F25

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for BMW 5-SERIES F10

Available In:
- 6 pieces Side Windows

- Rear Windshield

Groovy have been developing and manufacturing sunshades since 2005.

BUY GENUINE ONLY

**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counterfits that could
potentialy cause harm. 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipments available today to ensure all of our products
meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified

Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified

Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS. 

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celcius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celcius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celcius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group). 

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

EASY, CLEAN INSTALLATION
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required.

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Windows Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, suv and mpv vehicles.

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application BMW 5-Series F10
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW 5-
Series F10

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Sunshades for BMW 5-SERIES F10

Available In:
- 4 pieces Side Windows

- 2 Pieces Front Windows

- Rear Windshield

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
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Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
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shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Price MYR 600.00
Country of manufacturer Japan
Type Hyper

FIRESTORM Ignition Coil Booster

Description

FIRESTORM IGNITION COIL BOOSTER

The Firestorm Ignition Coil Booster is designed to allow you to
immediately feel the difference in performance. With its simple plug and
play installation, there is no cutting of wires or modification to any parts.
Just enjoy your ‘new’ ride and worry no more as your vehicle warranty will
still be valid, even after installing the FireStorm Ignition Coil Booster. 

How It Works:
The FireStorm Ignition Coil Booster is designed to raise the voltage
frequency but at the same time lowers the input current due to the high
frequency pulses. This causes the sparks to fire multiple times faster than
normal. The stronger spark improves the combustion process by burning
the air/fuel mixture more completely. This will release more energy from
the previously unburned air/fuel mixture, which results in the form of
increased torque from the engine. 

Benefits:
•    Power Enhancer, bigger sparks for more power and extra torque
•    Improved fuel economy with lower emissions and minimizes unburned
petrol smell
•    Improves hot and cold engine starting resulting in a smoother and
quieter running engine 
•    Lesser kick downs and gear changes which translates to increased
fuel economy
•    Plug and play installation with no cutting of wires, hacking or
modifications during installation
•    Lower ignition coil input current results in cooler ignition coil and spark
plugs, parts lasts longer 
•    Heat-resistant and water-resistant. Zero maintenance
•    Works on all vehicles which run on petrol and NGV
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•    The FireStorm Ignition Coil Booster comes in both automobile and
motorbike models

Installation:
Turn off the engine and remove the key from the ignition switch before
performing any installation work. Locate the advised fuse for your car
model and remove that fuse. Insert the Firestorm Ignition Coil Booster’s
connector into that fuse socket, strictly following the polarity of the input
terminal (red wire) and output terminal (black wire) as in the supplied
photo for your car model. 

Brand RECARO
Price MYR 650.00
Type SP GT2 WILD CAT
Material FRP(Fiber Glass)
Color Yellow Kelvar
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

RECARO SP GT2 WILD CAT Full Bucket
Seat

Description

RECARO SP GT2 WILD CAT Full Bucket Seat

Black color FRP shell
Cover of the high-class suede BLACK tone cloth
Seat & back cushion Cover With Yellow Kelvar design fabric
Standard Railing  
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Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 580.00
Type VIOS III
Material FRP(Fiber Glass)
Colour Red Gradiation
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE SEEKER X FRP VIOS III Full Bucket
Seat

Description

BRIDE SEEKER X FRP VIOS III Full Bucket Seat

Description

VIOS III is a next generation Bride bucket seat that features the Low Max
seating position system with the unique feature of keeping the driver
position central to the steering wheel. In black fabric outer and inner, FRP
construction. The fully reinforced frame features extensive side and
shoulder bolsters for driver support, while the buckskin leather accents
offer additional comfort and aesthetic. The Low Max seating position
system allows the driver to sit farther in and lower in the seat, for
unmatched levels of holding ability. This seat is equivalent to the ZETA III,
with the added features of the Low Max system and offset position. In our
pursuit of the perfect racing seat position, Bride has developed the
ultimate seat position system called the LOW MAX SYSTEM. Some
vehicles have an offset steering wheel to seat position especially when
there are clearance restrictions in the conventional system or restrictions
caused by specific seat and seat rail designs. The Low Max System
achieves the lowest possible setting a seat and seat rail combination can
currently offer and have the steering wheel centered to the driver.

Features:

Black color FRP shell
Cover of the high-class suede RED tone cloth
Standard cushion- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 700.00
Type STRADIA II
Material FRP(Fiber Glass)
Colour Blue Gradiation
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat

Description

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Reclinable FRP Semi Bucket Seat

The STRADIA is Bride's newest racing seat! A hybrid combination of a full
bucket and reclinable, the FRP STRADIA Sport is the ultimate seat
available. In black outer, with black hyper fabric inner, with shorter side
bolsters for easy entry and exit.

Construction:

FRP(Fiber) STRADIA uses the LOW MAX seating system, which allows
the driver sit farther back into the seat, for the best holding position.
STRADIA is similar to GIAS, with the exception that it uses shorter side
bolsters, for a very comfortable ride, and ease in entering and exiting the
vehicle. STRADIA is a true full bucket race seat with reclinable options
that offer levels of comfort standard bucket seats do not allow. The frame
and mounting areas are fully reinforced steel, while the FRP construction
keeps the weight of the seat low.

Features: 

Aluminum frame 
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Black Fiberglass Shell
Cover of the high-class suede BLUE tone cloth
Standard cushion
Universal Railing

Brand POTENT BOOSTER
Price MYR 750.00
Country Of Manufacture CHINA
Vehicle Application JDM/Continental Vehicle

POTENT BOOSTER 6 DRIVE FOR MOST
VEHICLE

Description

Potent Booster is an advance throttle remapper plug and play device(No
wire cut require) that is attached to the electronic throttle to improve the
response of your car. Most car with drive by wire throttle controller will
benefit from using this device. Enjoy immediate improvement when you
step on your accelerator with is 9 level sport mode for increased throttle
response, 9 level racing mode(Full throttle 1:1 respond) for when you want
to let loose. Stuck in the traffic jam? Use the 9 level Economic mode
instead of decreased throttle response. You can always go back to your
stock by using Normal mode. In short this device unleashed the true
potential of your engine.

**Note: This device is increased throttle response DOES NOT INCREASE
Horsepower.

Why Potent Booster?- Shortens the response of the electronic throttle
Hence Quicker overtaking, Better uphill response.- Improves the electronic
throttle sensitivity.- Plug and play without external power supply, this will
not occupying the OBD2 Connector.- Suitable for Manual transmission &
Auto transmission.

Brand Induction System
Price MYR 680.00
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Vehicle Application MITSUBISHI 4G93 Turbo/NA
Displacement 1.6/1.8

Edelbrock Style Victor X Intake Manifold
For MITSUBISHI 4G93 TURBO/NA

Description

VICTOR X INTAKE MANIFOLDS MITSUBISHI 4G93 TURBO/NA
MANIFOLDS 

Optimized for maximum power from 7,000 to 10,000 RPM, the Victor X
manifold is designed for turbo and all-motor applications. Engineered for
high performance, this manifold has four additional bosses for nitrous or
added fuel injectors. Match with the Edelbrock 65mm throttle body for
street or our Victor 70 or 75mm throttle bodies for racing application.

Brand Groovy
Price MYR 260.00
Vehicle Application

FORD RANGER T6 2011 Rear Windshield
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Part No AR-19R

FORD RANGER T6 2011 Rear Windshield

Description
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GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits FORD RANGER T6 2016 Rear Windshield

- 1 Piece Rear Windshield

Easy Installation
Installaton Manual, 3M Primer, 3M Double Sided Tape & Cleaner Wipe
Included
Legal To Use

Custom Fit Shape

Each sunshade is custom designed to fit exactly to the contours of the
vehicle model

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection

Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group)

Collapsible

Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation

Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required Window

Friendly

Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility

For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Apllication FORD RANGER T6 2011
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Part No AF-19

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For FORD
RANGER T6 2011

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits FORD RANGER T6 2011

4 Pieces Shades
Easy Installation
Installaton Manual, 3M Primer, 3M Double Sided Tape & Cleaner Wipe
Included
Legal To Use

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
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adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
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A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application FORD KUGA 2007
Country Of Mahufacture Taiwan
Part No AF-22

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For FORD
KUGA 2007

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits FORD KUGA 2007

6 Pieces Shades
Easy Installation
Installaton Manual, 3M Primer, 3M Double Sided Tape & Cleaner Wipe
Included
Legal To Use

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES
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BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight
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FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application AUDI Q5 2008
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Part No EA-03

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For AUDI Q5
2008

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits AUDI Q5 2008

6 Pieces Shades
Easy Installation
Installaton Manual, 3M Primer, 3M Double Sided Tape & Cleaner Wipe
Included
Legal To Use
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GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
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Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand AP Racing
Price MYR 4,000.00
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan

AP RACING 6 Piston Caliper 355mm 2 Piece
Brake Kit

Description

AP Racing 6 Piston Caliper Kit

6 Piston Caliper 
2 x 355mm 2 Piece Slotted Drilled Brake Disc
Brake Pad

Vehicle Application

HONDA
TOYOTA
SUBARU
MITSUBISHI
SUZUKI
MAZDA
KIA
HYUNDAI
PROTON
NISSAN

***NOTE: You Need To Custom Make Bracket In Order To Fit On Your
Car, BRACKET IS NOT INCLUDED***

Brand AP Racing
Price MYR 3,000.00
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan

AP Racing 4 Pot 2 Piece Slotted Disc Brake
Kit

Description

AP Racing 4 Pot Caliper Kit

4 Piston Caliper
2 x 300mm 2 Piece Slotted Disc
Brake Pad

Suitable for:

HONDA
MITSUBISHI
PROTON
NISSAN
TOYOTA
SUZUKI
SUBARU
MAZDA
FORD
KIA
HYUNDAI

***NOTE: You have to custom make bracket in order to fit on your car,
BRACKET ARE NOT INCLUDED**
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 260.00
Vehicle Application

VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE A5 Rear Windscreen
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For
VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE A5 Rear
Windscreen

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Shades For VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE NEW

1 Piece rear windscreen

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 320.00
Vehicle Application FORD FOCUS 2013
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For FORD
FOCUS 2012

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Shades for FORD FOCUS 2013

4 pieces set

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Applicatiion BMW E90 3 Series
Country Manufacturer Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW
E90 3 Series

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Shades for BMW E90 3 Series

4 pieces set

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials are Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 350.00
Vehicle Application BMW E60 5 Series
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan
Part No EB-05

E60 5 Series

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits BMW E60 5 Series

4 Pieces Set

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
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products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Price MYR 260.00
Vehicle Application BMW E90 3 Series Rear Windscreen
Country Of Manufacturer Taiwan
Part No EB-04R

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW
E90 3 Series Rear Windscreen

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits BMW 3-Series E90 Rear Windshield

1 Piece Rear Windshield

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Brand Groovy
Vehicle Application BMW 3 Series F30
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Part No EB-10

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For BMW 3
Series F30

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FITS SUNSHADES

Fits BMW F30 3 Series

4 Pieces Shades

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).
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Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.
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Price MYR 2,600.00
Manufacture Taiwan

AP Racing 4 Pot 285mm Sloted Disc Brake
Kit

Description

AP Racing 4 Pot 285mm Sloted Disc Brake Kit

AP Racing 4 Pot caliper 285mm 2 piece slotted disc

Brake Pad
2 x 2 Piece Drilled Slotted 355 Disc
6 Pot CaliperVehicle Application

Vehicle Application

SUBARU IMPREZA STI WRX
TOYOTA VIOS/ALTIS
HONDA ODYSSEY
HONDA CRZ
PROTON WIRA/GTI/PUTRA
PROTON PREVE/SATRIA NEO/SAGA FLX
PERODUA MYVI/VIVA

***Note: You have to custom make caliper bracket in order to fit on your
car.******Bracket are not included***

Price MYR 320.00
Suitable Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution 123 Front

RSS Slotted and Drilled Performance Disc
Rotor

Description

RSS Slotted and Drilled Performance Sport Disc Rotor  

RSS Slotted drilled performance disc for MITSUBISHI LANCER
EVOLUTION 123 FRONT for standard replacement only.
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Price MYR 295.00
Character Family TOYOTA COROLLA LEVIN
Model 4AGE
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

TODA 4AGE Pulley Set

Description

TODA Racing Pulley Kit For 4AGE

Developed to give lighter and sportier engine characteristic. By reducing
the overall weight (and inertia) of the pulleys, and by modifying the
alternator pulley ratio to take advantage of the more sporty use, the
burden on the engine is reduced helping to improve acceleration
performance. A standard length belt is provided. Installing with a new belt
is important to help improve the running in process of the new pulleys and
these pulleys are red anodized.

Alternator Pulley
Power Steering Pulley
Water Pump Pulley

Brand works engineering
Price MYR 250.00
Country of Manufacture Malaysia

Works Oil Catch Tank

Description

OIL CATCH TANK

An oil catch can is used in turbo applications, or high-performance race
applications where excessive blow-by (leakage past the piston rings) of air
and fuel vapor occurs. This creates a positive pressure in the crankcase.
Engine manufacturers have placed a valve on the engine block which
releases this pressure. This valve is known as a PCV (Positive Crankcase
Ventilation) valve. During engine operation, blow-by gases, as well as oil
mist from the rotating components of the engine, pass through the PCV
valve and are routed back into the intake for the engine to burn off.
However, some of the oil mist and other products settle along the engine
intake and over time form a “gunk.” The oil catch can collects the oil mist
and condenses the fuel vapors while allowing “cleaner” gases to be
passed back into the intake.

Brand Groovy
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
Vehicle Application VW GOLF GTI MK7

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For
VOLKSWAGEN Golf MK7

Description

GRoovy Custom Fits Shades for VW Golf MK7

4 pieces set
Easy installation
Installation manual, 3M primer, 3M double sided tape and
Cleaner included
Legal to use

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
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**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.

We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES

Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
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For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials are Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 850.00
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Spoon EG6 Rear Carbon Spoiler

Description

HONDA CIVIC EG6 Spoon Rear Carbon Spoiler.

- Made of high quality carbon fiber
- OEM Style design
- Gloss finish
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Brand Induction System
Price MYR 680.00
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Skunk2 Pro-Series Style Intake Manifold
For Mitsubishi 4G93 NA/Turbo

Description

Skunk2 Pro-Series Style Intake Manifold For Mitsubishi 4G93
NA/Turbo

SKUNK2 Style Pro-Series Intake Manifold

Race proven by local mechanic after installed to MITSUBISHI
LANCER 4G92/93 few years ago, suitable to Natural Aspiration or Force
Induction application.

Slight modification work require on manifold side for a perfect fit
installation. 

Brand Induction System
Price MYR 650.00
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Edelbrock Style Victor X Intake Manifold
For B-Series

Description

VICTOR X INTAKE MANIFOLDS 
HONDA B-SERIES MANIFOLDS Optimized for maximum power from
7,000 to 10,000 RPM, the Victor X manifold is designed for turbo and all-
motor applications. Engineered for high performance, this manifold has
four additional bosses for nitrous or added fuel injectors. Match with the
Edelbrock 65mm throttle body for street or our Victor 70 or 75mm throttle
bodies for racing application.
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Brand SKUNK2 Racing
Price MYR 450.00
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Skunk2 Pro-Series Style Intake Manifold
For B-Series

Description

SKUNK2 Style INTAKE MANIFOLD FOR- B-Series B16A, B16B Type
R, B18C Type R

Skunk2 Racing Pro-Series Intake Manifold Improves airflow thus
increasing horsepower by as much as 8% over stock manifolds on stock
engines and even more on modified or forced-induction engines. Skunk2
manifolds significantly increase horsepower between 3000-8800 rpm; the
broadest power-band increase in the industry. Our new Pro-Series design
features a 22% increase in power over our previous design. Engineered
with a larger plenum and tapered runners, Skunk2 manifolds increase and
accelerate airflow, and are designed to increase the effects of wave
scavenging at the engine%u2019s optimum operating RPM range
providing abroad overall increase in usable power. Each Runner entry is
also modified to balance airflow between cylinders. Oversize throttle
bodies can be used as a result of the modified IAC opening on the flange.
Like OEM factory manifolds, Skunk2 Manifolds are shell molded and CNC
machined, to achieve superior strength, high-quality finish,and a precise
fit. Each manifold is vacuum tested to ensure quality and leak free
operation. The Skunk2 Pro-Series manifold utilizes all stock sensors and
auxiliaries for a simple bolt-on installation that delivers maximum power.
Ideal For NA and Forced Induction.

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 10.00
Scale 12mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style 12mm Silicone Blanking
Cap/Hose Stopper

Description

SAMCO Style silicone Blanking Cap/ Hose Stopper
Description

Length: 30mm
Inside length: 25mm
Inside diameter: 12mm
Wall size: 3mm
Material: Silicone
Color: Blue

Application

BOV pipes
Intake Pipes
Oil Breather tank / Oil Catch can plug
Radiator reservoir tank plug
Radiator blanking plug
Intercooler Pipes
Boost controller plug
Other Industrial applications
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 10.00
Scale 15mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style 15mm Silicone Blanking
Cap/Hose Stopper

Description

SAMCO Style silicone Blanking Cap/ Hose Stopper
Description

Length: 35mm
Inside length: 31mm
Inside diameter: 15mm
Wall size: 4mm
Material: Silicone
Color: Blue

Application

BOV pipes
Intake Pipes
Oil Breather tank / Oil Catch can plug
Radiator reservoir tank plug
Radiator blanking plug
Intercooler Pipes
Boost controller plug
Other Industrial applications

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 8.00
Scale 4mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style 4mm Silicone Blanking
Cap/Hose Stopper

Description

SAMCO Style silicone Blanking Cap/ Hose Stopper
Description

Length: 23mm
Inside length: 20mm
Inside diameter: 4mm
Wall size: 3mm
Material: Silicone
Color: Blue

Application

BOV pipes
Intake Pipes
Oil Breather tank / Oil Catch can plug
Radiator reservoir tank plug
Radiator blanking plug
Intercooler Pipes
Boost controller plug
Other Industrial applications
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 8.00
Scale 8mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style 8mm Silicone Blanking
Cap/Hose Stopper

Description

SAMCO Style silicone Blanking Cap/ Hose Stopper
Description

Length: 28mm
Inside length: 25mm
Inside diameter: 8mm
Wall size: 3mm 
Material: Silicone
Color: Blue

Application

BOV pipes
Intake Pipes
Oil Breather tank / Oil Catch can plug
Radiator reservoir tank plug
Radiator blanking plug
Intercooler Pipes
Boost controller plug
Other Industrial applications

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 57mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 57mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 76mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 65.00
Scale 70mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 70mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 63mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 54mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose
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Scale 54mm

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 54mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 51mm~64mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 90' Elbow
Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 90' Elbow Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-64mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 51mm-70mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-70mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Scale 64mm-76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 76mm-64mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 90.00
Scale 57mm-64mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 57mm-64mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 70mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 70mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Scale 51mm-64mm

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose
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Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Reducer Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-64mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 76mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 50.00
Scale 38mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 38mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 63mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 63mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 51mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler 45' Elbow
Intercooler Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style 45' Elbow Intercooler Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm
Length 90mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 40.00
Make PROTON
Type SAGA 12V
Model 4G13, 4G15
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style "U" Shape Bypass Hose For
PROTON 12V

Description

SAMCO Style "U" Shape Bypass Water Hose.

Inner Diameter 15mm
Length 100mm
3 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
Suite to all 12V Mega Valve

SAMCO Style "U" Shape Bypass Hose For
HONDA B-Series
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Make HONDA
Type B-Series
Model B16,B18, B20

Description

SAMCO Style "U" Shape Bypass Water Hose.

Inner Diameter 15mm
Length 100mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
Suitable to all B-Series

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 110.00
Scale 102mm-89mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 102mm-89mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 85.00
Scale 95mm-76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 95mm-76mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 90.00
Scale 89mm-76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 89mm-76mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 90.00
Scale 83mm-76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 83mm-76mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Scale 76mm-63mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 76mm-63mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 51mm-45mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-45mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 75.00
Scale 70mm-57mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 70mm-57mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 70mm-51mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 70mm-51mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 63mm-51mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-63mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 51mm-38mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer
Coupling Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Reducer Coupling Hose.

Inner Diameter 51mm-38mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 70.00
Scale 8mm, 10mm, 12mm & 16mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
IMPORTANT NOTE

Price May Vary Depend On inner Diameter length.

SAMCO Style Meter Long Straight Hose

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

8mm, 10mm, 12mm & 16mm
Length 1000mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling
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Scale 102mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 102mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 60.00
Scale 76mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 76mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Scale 89mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 89mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 50.00
Scale 70mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 70mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 50.00
Scale 64mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 64mm
Length 74mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Scale 60mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 60mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 50.00
Scale 57mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 57mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 50.00
Scale 51mm
Country of Manufacture Tawian

SAMCO Style Intercooler Hose Coupling

Description

SAMCO Style Intercooler Straight Coupling.

Inner Diameter 51mm
Length 76mm
4 Layer Thickness
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 110.00
Make TOYOTA
Type 4AGE 20 Valve
Year 1987~2000
Model AE92, AE100, AE101, AE111
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Hose For Toyota
4AGE 20V

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For TOYOTA Levin 20 valve.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 180.00
Make SUBARU
Type STI,WRX
Year 2000~2007
Model Impreza GDA,B,C
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Intercooler Hose Kit For
SUBARU Impreza GDA,B,C

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For SUBARU IMPREZA GDA/B/C.

Intercooler to Throttle Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 220.00
Make SUBARU
Type Impreza STI
Year 1992~2000
Model GC8
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose Kit For
SUBARU GC8 STI

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For SUBARU IMPREZA GC8.

Top, Bottom & Coolant Hoses
8 Pieces Set
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 280.00
Make SUBARU
Type EJ20
Year 2000~2007
Model Impreza STI/WRX GDA,B,C
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose Kit For
SUBARU Impreza GDA,B,C STI.

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose Kit For SUBARU IMPREZA GDA,B,C.

Top, Bottom & Engine coolant Hoses
11 Pieces Kit
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 150.00
Make SUBARU
Type EJ20
Year 2000~2007
Model Impreza GDA/B/C
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
SUBARU Impreza GDA/B/C STI

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For SUBARU IMPREZA GDA/B/C.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 80.00
Make PROTON
Type 4G13, 4G15
Model Saga, Iswara & Wira
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
Proton Wira/Iswara/Saga 12V

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For Proton Wira 12V.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make PROTON
Type 4G93 NA/Turbo
Year 1998~2005
Model Satria GTI 16V
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
PROTON Satria GTi 4G93

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For Proton Satria GTI 16V.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 150.00
Material FRP
Make Honda Civic
Model EG6
Country of Manufacture Malaysia

J's Style Bumper Air Duct For Honda Civic
EG6

Description

J's style FRP(Fiber Glass) Front bumper air duct for HONDA CIVIC EG6.

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI AIRTREK
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 160.00
Make MITSUBISHI AIRTREK 2.0 TURBO
Year 2001~2008
Model CU2W, CU4W
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI AIRTREK TURBO.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 170.00
Make PROTON WIRA 1.6
Year 1993~2006
Model 4G92
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose Kit For
Proton Wira 1.6

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For PROTON WIRA 1.6

Top, Bottom Hose & Cooler pipe.
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4 2.0 TURBO
Year 1987~1993
Model E39 4G63 Turbo
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI GALANT VR4 Turbo

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI GALANT E39 VR4
Turbo.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 160.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution IX
Year 2005~2009
Model CT9A
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO 9

Description
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SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution IX

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 160.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution VII, VIII
Year 2001~2005
Model CT9A
MPN Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO 7,8

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution
VII, VIII.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 140.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution IV, V, VI
Year 1996~2001
Model CT9A
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO 456

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution
IV, V, VI.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make PROTON WIRA
Year 1992~1996
Model C22
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
PROTON Convert Evolution 4G63T

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For PROTON Wira Convert Evolution
4G63T

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution I, II, III
Year 1992~1996
Model CT9A 4G63T
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Hose For MITSUBISHI
Lancer Evolution I II III

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution I,
II, III.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 150.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution 123
Year 1992~1996
Model CT9A 4G63T
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO123

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution
I,II,III.

Top, Bottom & Throttle Body Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 150.00
Make HONDA ALL B-SERIES
Model EK, EG, DC.
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For All
B-Series B16, B18 .B20

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For HONDA All B-Series B16, B18,
B20.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 150.00
Make HONDA INTEGRA TYPE R

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
HONDA INTEGRA TYPE R
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Year 2001~2006
Model DC5
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For HONDA INTEGRA TYPE R.

Top, Bottom & Cooler Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make HONDA ACCORD/PRELUDE 2.2 VTEC
Year 1993~1997
Model SV4, BB1/BB2,CD6/CD8/CF2
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
HONDA ACCORD SV4

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For HONDA ACCORD SV4, PRELUDE
BB1.

Top, Bottom & Cooler Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make HONDA JAZZ/FIT
Year 2007~2014
Model GE3 L13/L15
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
HONDA FIT/JAZZ GE3

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For NEW HONDA FIT/JAZZ.

Top, Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 120.00
Make HONDA JAZZ/FIT
Year 2001~2008
Model GD3 L13/L15
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
HONDA FIT/JAZZ GD3

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For HONDA JAZZ/FIT GD3.

Top, Bottom Hose
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3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 260.00
Make HONDA CIVIC/INTEGRA
Year 1992~2000
Model EK,EG,DC
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose Kit For
All B-Series B16,B18,B20

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For HONDA CIVIC EG,EK,DC ALL B-
SERIES.

Top, Bottom & Cooler Hose All 15pc's
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 200.00
Make MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution VII/VIII
Year 2001~2005
Model CT9A
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Intercooler Hose Kit
For MITSUBISHI LANCER EVO 7,8

Description

SAMCO Sports Intercooler Hose Kit For MITSUBISHI LANCER
Evolution VII/VIII 

4 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 160.00
Make SUBARU IMPREZZA STI
Year 1992~2000
Model GC8
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
SUBARU GC8

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For SUBARU IMPREZA GC8

- Top & Bottom Hose
- 3 Layer Thickness
- Grade AAA Product
- Up To 220 Degree Celsius
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 380.00
Character Family S202/S203
Type STI, Spec C, Type RA
Model GDA/GDB/GDC
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
Make SUBARU IMPREZA

Samco Style Silicone Turbo Induction Hose
For SUBARU IMPREZZA STI S202/203

Description

SAMCO Sports Turbo Induction Hose For SUBARU IMPREZZA STI

4 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 140.00
Year 2004~2012
Model C11
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Make NISSAN LATIO/TIIDA

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
NISSAN LATIO 1.6

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For NISSAN LATIO/TIIDA 2004~2012
C11

Top & Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 150.00
Model N16
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Make NISSAN SENTRA
Year 2000~2005

Samco Style Silicone Radiator Hose For
NISSAN Sentra 1.8 N16

Description

SAMCO Sports Radiator Hose For NISSAN SENTRA N16 1.8.

Top, Bottom & Cooler Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Samco Style Silicone Hose For Toyota
WISH 2006
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Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 140.00
Year 2003~2009
Model ZNE-10
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Make TOYOTA WISH

Description

SAMCO Sports Style Radiator Hose For TOYOTA WISH Facelift 2006.

Top & Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Silicone Hose
Price MYR 140.00
Year 2009~
Model ZGE-20
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan
Make TOYOTA WISH

Samco Style Silicone Hose For Toyota
WISH 2010

Description

SAMCO Sports Style Radiator Hose For TOYOTA WISH Facelift 2010.

Top & Bottom Hose
3 Layer Thickness
Grade AAA Product
Up To 220 Degree Celsius

Brand Groovy
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Groovy Custom Fit Sunshades For Most
Vehicle

Description

GROOVY CUSTOM FIT SUNSHADES

BUY GENUINE ONLY
**We do not go by any other brand name other than Groovy. We
pride ourselves on using high quality, certified materials and we
adhere to responsible manufacturing practices. Unfortunately, there
are counterfeit and potentially dangerous copies of our Groovy
Sunshades in the market that do not adhere to responsible
manufacturing practices.
We strongly urge you to obtain genuine Groovy (Patented & Patent
Pending) Sunshades and educate yourself on how to purchase
authorized products and how to avoid counter-fits that could
potentially cause harm.
Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical
breakdowns in materials. Know what you put in your vehicle.**

GROOVY SNAP-ON MAGNET SUNSHADES
Introducing the world's first foldable magnet sunshade with Snap-On
Magnet Clips.

Rear, Front Windscreen & Panoramic Roof Sunshades
Available now for coupe, sedan, SUV and MPV vehicles.

PERFECT FITMENT
Groovy Sunshades are designed with the latest and most advance
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automotive grade equipment's available today to ensure all of our
products meet the highest standards in quality.

UKAS Management System & ISO Certified
Groovy sunshades are all made in our ISO9001 and TS16949 certified
factory in Taiwan with the support of 4 research and development centers
around the world. All Groovy sunshades are manufactured to meet
Original Equipment (OE) Standards. Attention to quality and safety begins
at the design stage and continues throughout the entire manufacturing
process.

SGS Certified
Groovy sunshades are free from toxic heavy metals such as Cadmium
(Cd), Lead (Pb) and Mercury (Hg). Such heavy metals are usually found in
ink dyes and paint. All Groovy sunshades are certified free from toxic
heavy metals by SGS.

Groovy sunshades are coated with fireproof resin and will withstand heat
up 250 degrees Celsius. Registered melting point at 254 degrees Celsius.
Calorimetry test conducted by SGS.

Our sunshades are also able to withstand freezing temperatures at minus
50 degrees Celsius. Brittleness temperature test conducted by SGS.

Ultraviolet (UV) Protection
Made with 100% high quality OEM materials, our sunshades offer good
UV and glare protection. Ultraviolet blocking at 67% (UV transmission test
conducted by TUV Rhineland Group).

Heat and UV-Ray exposure in cars can accelerate chemical breakdowns
in materials. Groovy sunshades are tested for harmful substances. Our
products are free from illegal substances and we are certified by OEKO
Tex Standard 100.

Collapsible
Sunshades are removable and collapsible, folding into a compact size for
easy storage when not in use

Easy, Clean Installation
Simple installation, just clean and attach clips to window frame with
provided 3M double-sided tape. No drilling required

Window Friendly
Our sunshades are attached to the window frame, therefore it does not
interfere with window operation

Clear Visibility
For safety and comfort, our sunshade does not impair visibility in daylight

FAQ:
Q: Are Groovy sun shades legal?
A: Yes they are, as written in The Star (Metro 27 September 2012).

Q: What materials is Groovy sun shades made?
A: Groovy sun shades are made from high quality OEM materials. Groovy
sun shade mesh fabric used is many times thicker and more durable than
a typical cheap generic sun shade. Handled well, it will last the lifetime of
your vehicle.

Q: Can my window be used when Groovy sun shade is in place?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades are perfectly fine to be used with the windows
down, ensuring that you still get some protection from the sun while having
a breath of fresh air.

Q: I already have an expensive tint installed, will Groovy sun shades
help?
A: Yes, Groovy sun shades will make your vehicle more comfortable by
further reducing heat and blocking out glare from sunlight. The sun shades
are also certified to block out 67% of ultraviolet radiation as tested by
TÜV Rheinland. If your vehicle is parked under the sun, Groovy sun
shades will lower the temperature inside the vehicle slightly as well as
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allow your air conditioning to work more efficiently to cool the cabin
quicker.

Q: How do I store Groovy sun shades?
A: While most people will not remove them once installed, Groovy sun
shades can easily be removed and folded to a more compact size. A high
quality nylon bag will be provided for storage of the collapsed shades.

Q: Do you have sun shades for the rear window?
A: Right now, we do not have sun shades for the rear window. However,
we might manufacture the rear sun shades in the future. Do check this
website from time to time if you are interested in the rear sun shades.

Q: My vehicle model is not listed?
A: Firstly, we apologize if your vehicle is not yet supported by Groovy sun
shades. Do drop us an e-mail with your vehicle make and model and we
will see what we can do. Also, do check this website from time to time as
we are constantly updating our product portfolio with more and more
vehicle makes and models.

Q: What is the warranty on Groovy sun shades?
A: While each Groovy sun shade is meticulously checked to ensure that it
is free of defect, we will provide warranty in the case that your Groovy sun
shade arrives with manufacturer defect. There is no warranty for wear and
tear or mishandling of the sun shade.

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 850.00
Make HONDA
Model CIVIC EK 2dr All Model
Material Carbon Fiber
Year '96~'99
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EK SPOON Style Rear
Carbon Spoiler

Description

HONDA CIVIC EK SPOON Style Carbon rear wing with Brake light.

LED Third brake lights
Made of high quality carbon fiber
Spoon Style design
Gloss finish

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 1,500.00
Make HONDA
Model CIVIC EG6
Material Carbon Fiber
Year '92~'95
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EG6 Front Carbon Bonet

Description

HONDA CIVIC EG6 front carbon Hood(bonet).

Made of high quality carbon fiber
OEM Style design
Gloss finish
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Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 1,700.00
Make HONDA
Model CIVIC EP3 TypeR
Material Carbon Fiber
Year '01~'05
Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EP3 TypeR Rear Carbon
Hood

Description

HONDA CIVIC Ep3 TypeR Rear carbon hood(Bonet)

Made of high quality carbon fiber
OEM Style design
Gloss finish

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 1,600.00
Make HONDA CIVIC
Model EK3/4/9
Meterial Carbon Fiber
Year 1999
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EK9 99' Carbon Front Hood

Description

HONDA CIVIC EK9 Front carbon hood

Made of high quality carbon fiber
OEM Style design
 Gloss finish
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Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 1,400.00
Make HONDA
Type OEM Style
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Model CIVIC EK4
Year '96~'98
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EK '96~'98 4Dr Carbon Rear
Hood

Description

HONDA CIVIC EK Rear carbon hood.

Made of high quality carbon fiber
OEM Style design
Gloss finish

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 850.00
Make HONDA
Type OEM
Model CIVIC EG6
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Year '92~'95
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA CIVIC EG6 Carbon Rear Trunk Gate

Description

HONDA CIVIC EG Rear Trunk Gate

Made of high quality carbon fiber
OEM Style design
Gloss finish
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Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 750.00
Make HONDA
Model JAZZ/FIT
Type SPOON
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Year 2009~
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

JAZZ FIT '09 Spoon Rear Carbon Spoiler

Description

HONDA JAZZ/FIT '09 Rear carbon Spoon Spoiler

Made of high quality carbon fiber
Spoon Style design
Gloss finish

Brand Styling Carbon BodyKit
Price MYR 750.00
Make HONDA JAZZ/FIT
Type MUGEN
Year 2009~
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

HONDA JAZZ FIT '09 Mugen Carbon Rear
Spoiler

Description

HONDA JAZZ/FIT '09 Mugen Carbon rear spoiler

Made of high quality carbon fiber
Mugen Style design
Gloss finish
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Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 900.00
Type Stradia II Venus
Metarial FRP(FiberGlass)
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan VENUS
Reclinable Semi Bucket Seat

Description

This version features premium Suede finish and low impact, premium
quality feel with BRIDE Japan stitching. The seat back on this model is a
unique aluminium weave reinforced black gel coat. The seat is based
around a Aluminium reinforced FRP monocoque shell, with a reclinable
centre mechanism made from lightweight Aluminium. The Low Max
system is also integrated into this seat to allow for the lowest slung
seating position possible. This seat utilises a full bucket design, but unlike
some of the other models, has a less intrusive head support for comfort
and good visibility during everyday use. Special High Support Foam is
used which provides equal weight distribution throughout the racing seat
padding. This means at high speeds, the forces felt as the driver are
reduced. The only difference between these seats and the Gias seats are
the lower leg side supports. A split knee support cushion is utilized for
extra flexibility.

Features: 

Aluminum frame 
Venus color FRP shell 
Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Red
Standard cushion
Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 950.00
Type Stradia II
Metarial FRP(FiberGlass)
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat

Description

This version features premium Suede finish and low impact, premium
quality feel with BRIDE Japan stitching. The seat back on this model is a
unique aluminium weave reinforced black gel coat. The seat is based
around a Aluminium reinforced FRP monocoque shell, with a reclinable
centre mechanism made from lightweight Aluminium. The Low Max
system is also integrated into this seat to allow for the lowest slung
seating position possible. This seat utilises a full bucket design, but unlike
some of the other models, has a less intrusive head support for comfort
and good visibility during everyday use. Special High Support Foam is
used which provides equal weight distribution throughout the racing seat
padding. This means at high speeds, the forces felt as the driver are
reduced. The only difference between these seats and the Gias seats are
the lower leg side supports. A split knee support cushion is utilized for
extra flexibility.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame
- Black color FRP shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Red 
- Standard cushion
- Universal Railing
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Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 600.00
Type Type R
Series ZIEG III
Colour Black Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

ILLEST By BRIDE FRP Full Bucket Seat

Description

ILLEST X BRIDE ZIEG III TYPE R BUCKET SEAT

Illest is proud to announce the debute of The Illest Zieg III Type
R produced for Illest by Bride Japan.

Feature:
- Universal Raling

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 600.00
Type VIOS III
Colour Black Gradation
Metarial FRP(Fiberglass)
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style VIOS III Japan Full Bucket Seat

Description

Description
VIOS III is a next generation Bride bucket seat that features the Low Max
seating position system with the unique feature of keeping the driver
position central to the steering wheel. In black fabric outer and inner, FRP
construction. The fully reinforced frame features extensive side and
shoulder bolsters for driver support, while the buckskin leather accents
offer additional comfort and aesthetic. The Low Max seating position
system allows the driver to sit farther in and lower in the seat, for
unmatched levels of holding ability. This seat is equivalent to the ZETA III,
with the added features of the Low Max system and offset position. In our
pursuit of the perfect racing seat position, Bride has developed the
ultimate seat position system called the LOW MAX SYSTEM. Some
vehicles have an offset steering wheel to seat position especially when
there are clearance restrictions in the conventional system or restrictions
caused by specific seat and seat rail designs. The Low Max System
achieves the lowest possible setting a seat and seat rail combination can
currently offer and have the steering wheel centered to the driver.

Features:
- Aluminum frame
- Black color FRP shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Black
- Standard cushion
- Universal Railing
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Brand BC Racing
Price MYR 3,300.00
Type BR-RA
Series BR Series
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BC Racing BR Series Absorber for TOYOTA
Corolla AE101/111

Description

BC Racing BR Series Absorber for TOYOTA Corolla AE101/111

BC RACING BR Series Coilover : 
The BR series coilovers use a large 46mm diameter piston in a 53mm
diameter damper body to maximise oil capacity. As the damper unit
operates the oil contained within heats up. The viscosity of oil changes as
its temperature varies which can lead to changes in the damping
characteristics of the unit.BC Racing only use a very high quality oil with
their coilovers but go that extra mile to maximise performance and build
their BR range with a large 53mm diameter damper body. This increases
the capacity of the unit which increases the volume of oil contained which
in turn reduces the peak temperature and so significantly improves
damper performance.

Quick Overview:
- For Street and Circuit Use
- Front : Pillowball Top Mount
- Rear : Rubber Top Mount or No Top Mount
- Sku : E036

Feature:
- F：With Pillowball Top Mount
- R：With (or without) Rubber Top Mount
- 30-level Damping Force Adjustment
- Enlarged cylinder and newly developed piston- Full Length Adjustable
- Monotube Design for Maximum Performance
- Available for Overhaul

Brand BLITZ
Price MYR 350.00
Type ZS
Series Racing Radiator
Core Size 375mm x 658mm x 42mm
Model Mitsubishi Lancer EVO 123/ WIRA TURBO
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
MITSUBISHI LANCER EVOLUTION
123/WIRA Turbo

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 
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BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for
- MITSUBISHI LANCER Evolution 123, PROTON Wira Turbo

Description
- Dual Core
- Core Size: 375mm x 658mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand BLITZ
Price MYR 300.00
Type ZS
Series Racing Radiator
Core Size 370mm x 318mm x 42mm
Model Daihatsu MOVE, Perodua KELISA/KENARI
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
PERODUA/DAIHATSU L7 Turbo

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 

BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for:
- PERODUA KELISA/KENARI Turbo
- DAIHATSU MOVE L7 Turbo

Description
- Dual Core
- Core Size: 370mm x 318mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand BLITZ
Price MYR 320.00
Type ZS
Series Racing Radiator
Core Size 350mm x 318mm x42mm
Model Perodua/Daihatsu L2S Turbo
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
PERODUA/DAIHATSU L2S Turbo

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
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radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 

BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for 
- PERODUA/DAIHATSU L2S Turbo.

Description
- Dual Core
- Core Size: 350mm x 318mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand BLITZ
Price MYR 400.00
Type ZS
Series Racing Radiator
Model Honda Civic ES 1.7
Core Size 350mm x 650mm x 42mm
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
HONDA CIVIC ES 1.7

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 

BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for
- HONDA Civic ES 1.7.-

Description
 Dual Core
- Core Size: 350mm x 650mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 650.00
Type Gias 2
Metarial FRP(Fiberglass)

BRIDE Style Gias II Japan FRP Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat
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Colour Black Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Description

Similar to the Stradia in shape but with larger bolsters for enhanced
support and hold. New on the Gias II is the one-touch reclining
mechanism with 40 poisitions for fine-tuning. This new species is armed
with a reclining mechanism and the Low Max system. The BRIDE Gias's
tough frame was engineered using a super monocoque shell made from
Carbon-Aramid and uses an all aluminum frame to increase rigidity for
weight reduction. The ultimate super low position BRIDE Low Max system
is combined with a reclining mechanism. World-renowned professional
racecar driver Keiichi Tsuchiya has only high praises for the battle
capability and holding performance of the BRIDE Super Seat. The
enhanced design is based on the idea that a high performance street car
can also be used for the track, thus improving the versatility of the seat.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Black FRP Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Black 
- Standard cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 980.00
Type Gias 2
Metarial Yellow Kevlar
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Gias II Japan KV Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat

Description

Similar to the Stradia in shape but with larger bolsters for enhanced
support and hold. New on the Gias II is the one-touch reclining
mechanism with 40 poisitions for fine-tuning. This new species is armed
with a reclining mechanism and the Low Max system. The BRIDE Gias's
tough frame was engineered using a super monocoque shell made from
Carbon-Aramid and uses an all aluminum frame to increase rigidity for
weight reduction. The ultimate super low position BRIDE Low Max system
is combined with a reclining mechanism. World-renowned professional
racecar driver Keiichi Tsuchiya has only high praises for the battle
capability and holding performance of the BRIDE Super Seat. The
enhanced design is based on the idea that a high performance street car
can also be used for the track, thus improving the versatility of the seat.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Yellow KEVLAR Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 980.00
Type GIAS 2
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Gias 2 CF Reclinable Semi
Bucket Seat

Description
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Similar to the Stradia in shape but with larger bolsters for enhanced
support and hold. New on the Gias II is the one-touch reclining
mechanism with 40 poisitions for fine-tuning. This new species is armed
with a reclining mechanism and the Low Max system. The BRIDE Gias's
tough frame was engineered using a super monocoque shell made from
Carbon-Aramid and uses an all aluminum frame to increase rigidity for
weight reduction. The ultimate super low position BRIDE Low Max system
is combined with a reclining mechanism. World-renowned professional
racecar driver Keiichi Tsuchiya has only high praises for the battle
capability and holding performance of the BRIDE Super Seat. The
enhanced design is based on the idea that a high performance street car
can also be used for the track, thus improving the versatility of the seat.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Black Carbon Fiber Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 980.00
Type Stradia II
Metarial Carbon Fiber(CF)
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan CF Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat

Description

The STRADIA is Bride's newest racing seat! A hybrid combination of a full
bucket and reclinable, the Carbon Fiber STRADIA Sport is the ultimate
seat available. In black outer, with black hyper fabric inner, with shorter
side bolsters for easy entry and exit.

Construction:
Carbon Fiber(CF) STRADIA uses the LOW MAX seating system, which
allows the driver sit farther back into the seat, for the best holding position.
STRADIA is similar to GIAS, with the exception that it uses shorter side
bolsters, for a very  comfortable ride, and ease in entering and exiting the
vehicle. STRADIA is a true full bucket race seat with reclinable options
that offer levels of comfort standard bucket seats do not allow. The frame
and mounting areas are fully reinforced steel, while the CF construction
keeps the weight of the seat low.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Black Carbon Fiber Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 980.00
Type Stradia II
Metarial Yellow Kevlar
Colour Red Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Kevlar
Reclinable Semi Bucket Seat
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Description

The STRADIA is Bride's newest racing seat! A hybrid combination of a full
bucket and reclinable, the Yellow Kevlar(KV) STRADIA Sport is the
ultimate seat available. In black outer, with black hyper fabric inner, with
shorter side bolsters for easy entry and exit.

Construction:
Yellow Kevlar(KV) STRADIA uses the LOW MAX seating system, which
allows the driver sit farther back into the seat, for the best holding position.
STRADIA is similar to GIAS, with the exception that it uses shorter side
bolsters, for a very comfortable ride, and ease in entering and exiting the
vehicle. STRADIA is a true full bucket race seat with reclinable options
that offer levels of comfort standard bucket seats do not allow. The frame
and mounting areas are fully reinforced steel, while the KV construction
keeps the weight of the seat low.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Yellow Kevlar Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 800.00
Type Stradia II Venus
Metarial FRP(Fiber Glass)
Colour Black Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan VENUS
Reclinable Semi Bucket Seat

Description

This version features premium Suede finish and low impact, premium
quality feel with BRIDE Japan stitching. The seat back on this model is a
unique aluminium weave reinforced black gel coat. The seat is based
around a Aluminium reinforced FRP monocoque shell, with a reclinable
centre mechanism made from lightweight Aluminium. The Low Max
system is also integrated into this seat to allow for the lowest slung
seating position possible. This seat utilises a full bucket design, but unlike
some of the other models, has a less intrusive head support for comfort
and good visibility during everyday use. Special High Support Foam is
used which provides equal weight distribution throughout the racing seat
padding. This means at high speeds, the forces felt as the driver are
reduced. The only difference between these seats and the Gias seats are
the lower leg side supports. A split knee support cushion is utilized for
extra flexibility.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- venus color FRP shell 
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Black 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 700.00
Type CUGA
Colour Black Gradation
Material FRP(Fiber Glass)
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style CUGA FRP Reclinable Semi
Bucket Seat
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Description

This seat is a snug fitting, touring seat with a reclining back. This seat has
excellent lateral support with low side bolsters and a low profile design.
Perfect for tight spaces and minimal height applications. Standard features
include shoulder & kidney support, high wear patches, and injection-
molded foam. The upper bolsters are wrapped in a wear resistant suede
like material as shown in the picture below.  The embroidery on these
seats is top notch.  The backs are FRP painted black. The quality and fit
and finish of the seats is great!

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- FRP shell 
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth Black 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 980.00
Type CUGA
Colour Red Gradation
Metarial Yellow Kevlar
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style CUGA Kevlar Reclinable Semi
Bucket Seat

Description

This seat is a snug fitting, touring seat with a reclining back. This seat has
excellent lateral support with low side bolsters and a low profile design.
Perfect for tight spaces and minimal height applications. Standard features
include shoulder & kidney support, high wear patches, and injection-
molded foam. The upper bolsters are wrapped in a wear resistant suede
like material as shown in the picture below.  The embroidery on these
seats is top notch.  The backs are Yellow KEVLAR. The quality and fit and
finish of the seats is great!

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Yellow Kevlar Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing

Brand BLITZ

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
HONDA Civic All B-Series
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Price MYR 330.00
Type ZS
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
Series Racing Radiator
Model HONDA CIVIC B-SERIES
Core Size 350mm x 348mm x 42mm

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 

BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for
- HONDA Civic B-Series.

Description
- Dual Core
- Core Size: 350mm x 348mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 650.00
Type Stradia II
Metarial FRP(Fiber Glass)
Colour Black Gradation
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Reclinable
Semi Bucket Seat

Description

BRIDE Style Stradia II Japan Reclinable FRP Semi Bucket Seat

The STRADIA is Bride's newest racing seat! A hybrid combination of a full
bucket and reclinable, the FRP STRADIA Sport is the ultimate seat
available. In black outer, with black hyper fabric inner, with shorter side
bolsters for easy entry and exit.

Construction:
FRP(Fiber) STRADIA uses the LOW MAX seating system, which allows
the driver sit farther back into the seat, for the best holding position.
STRADIA is similar to GIAS, with the exception that it uses shorter side
bolsters, for a very comfortable ride, and ease in entering and exiting the
vehicle. STRADIA is a true full bucket race seat with reclinable options
that offer levels of comfort standard bucket seats do not allow. The frame
and mounting areas are fully reinforced steel, while the FRP construction
keeps the weight of the seat low.

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Black Fiberglass Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth BLACK
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing
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Brand BLITZ
Price MYR 300.00
Type ZS
Country of Manufacture TAIWAN
Series Racing Radiator
Model TOYOTA PASSO, BOON, MYVI
Core Size 400mm x 328mm x 42mm

BLITZ Style Racing Aluminium Radiator For
Perodua MYVi, Toyota PASSO & Daihatsu
BOON

Description

Blitz Racing Radiator Type ZS are impressively low priced with a new
core design and manufacturing process designed to provide maximum
cooling efficiency to prevent premature engine failure. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS use a 42mm core made from light-weight,
high-heat transferring aluminum – featuring a tube-fin design that
dramatically increases surface area to enable heat to dissipate more
efficiently. 

Radiator ZS comes complete with polished upper/lower end tanks, Blitz
radiator cap, temperature sensor port and an anodized aluminum drain
bolt. 

Blitz Racing Radiators Type ZS are aesthetically appeasing and a direct
bolt-on application. 

BLITZ Racing Radiator Type ZS for
- Perodua MYVi 1.3/1.5.

Description
- Dual Core
- Core Size: 400mm x 328mm x 42mm
- 1.3kg/cm Radiator Cap

Brand Bride Style Racing Seat
Price MYR 950.00
Type CUGA
Metarial Carbon Fiber
Colour Red Gradation
Country Of Manufacture Taiwan

BRIDE Style CUGA Japan Carbon
Reclinable Semi Bucket Seat

Description

BRIDE Style CUGA Japan Carbon Reclinable Semi Bucket Seat

BRIDE Style Japan CUGA Reclinable semi bucket racing seat.This seat is
a snug fitting, touring seat with a reclining back. This seat has excellent
lateral support with low side bolsters and a low profile design. Perfect for
tight spaces and minimal height applications. Standard features include
shoulder & kidney support, high wear patches, and injection-molded foam.
The upper bolsters are wrapped in a wear resistant suede like material as
shown in the picture below.  The embroidery on these seats is top notch. 
The backs are Carbon Fiber. The quality and fit and finish of the seats is
great!

Features: 
- Aluminum frame 
- Black Carbon Fiber Shell
- Cover of the high-class suede tone cloth RED 
- Standard cushion / low cushion
- Universal Railing
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Brand SHADOW AUTO
Price MYR 320.00
Brand SHADOW AUTO
Type e-Drive Advance 2
Year 2006~2009
Model TOYOTA VIOS
Country of Manufacture TAIWAN
IMPORTANT NOTE

Price May Vary Depend On Vehicle Application

Shadow E-Drive Advance 2 Electronic
Throttle Controller For Toyota Vios '06~

Description

Technical information
Preset voltage: 12 V
Preset current: 20mA/0.25W

FEATURES
- Po mode: suitable for mountain & racing in very sensitive throttling.
- Ec mode: suitable for driving in city within economic fuel consumption.
- 3 modes in 17 steps: (Po 9 steps, nor single step, Ec 7 steps).
- Easy installation: by using special purpose connector to finish in 3 mins. 
- Installation video: http://youtu.be/xoQ02hmaHBsEasy 
- setup: applicable to most car model. Audi / Benz / BMW / Camero / Ford
/ Mazda / Suzuki / Isuzu / Honda / Toyota / Proton / Scion / Subaru / VW /
Porsche / Volvo / Luxgen / Land Rover / Mitsubishi / Nissan  / Hyundai /
Kia / Renault / SAAB / Smart / SEAT / Fiat / Chevorlet / Infiniti / Alfa
Romeo / Acura / Lexus / Opel

Brand HARDRACE
Price MYR 400.00
Brand HARDRACE
Model HR-6884
Type Integra DC5R, 2nd RD4/5/7
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Honda Integra DC5/CR-V RD4 Rear Lower
Arm

Description

Control arm or wishbone is a roughly triangular suspension part, which
pivots in two places. The broad end of the triangle attaches at the frame
and pivots on a bushing. The narrow end attaches to the steering knuckle
and pivots on a ball joint. HARDRACE Control arm made with hardened
steel and compound with hard rubber bushing or pillow ball bushing. A
good control arm can regulate the movement of front wheels quickly each
time you turn or corner. That way, your wheels can move without the risk
of over steering.

Brand HARDRACE
Price MYR 480.00
Brand HARDRACE
Type 5th EG, EH, EJ1/2
Model HR-6329
Note 2PCS/SET No Bushing

Honda Civic EG Front Adjustable Camber
Kit

Description

HARDRACE Camber kit made chassis alignment more accurate, the arm
of camber kit series include elevation angle, inclination angle and beam
angle products, etc. HARDRACE camber kit reduces tire wear and
increase tire durable. Made with harden rubber bushing, provide
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advanced stability and accurate response steering, especially during high
speed driving and cornering.

Brand HARDRACE
Price MYR 550.00
Brand HARDRACE
Model HR-6204
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
Type 6th EK3/4/5/9, EJ6/7/8/9, EM1
Note Harden Rubber Equipped. 2PCS/SET

Honda CIVIC EK Front Adjustable Camber
Kit

Description

HARDRACE camber kit reduces tire wear and increase tire durable. Made
with harden rubber bushing, provide advanced stability and accurate
response steering, especially during high speed driving and cornering.

Brand SKUNK2 Racing
Brand SKUNK2
Series Ultra Race Series
Country of Manufacture Northern California

Honda CIVIC B-Series Ultra Race Series
Intake Manifold

Description

The engineers at Skunk2 Racing have worked tirelessly to develop the
next generation of high performance intake manifolds and are proud to
announce the release of the much anticipated Ultra Series Intake
Manifold. Years of R&D have culminated in a multi-piece cast aluminum
intake manifold that offers advantages that only a modular design could
allow. Building upon the performance legacy of our Pro Series Intake
Manifold, as well as using the latest in CFD (Computational Fluid
Dynamics) software; Skunk2 Racing has created a three-piece modular
design that allows for easy disassembly, porting, and plenum volume
changes through the use of a removable plenum and optional plenum
spacers. In addition to CFD testing, the Ultra Series Intake Manifold has
undergone extensive in-house dyno and on-car testing which has led to a
design that is less restrictive, yielding both torque and power gains well
over many of the competitors. Ultra Series Intake Manifolds are made
from high-grade 356 aluminum alloy for a strong and lightweight design,
CNC-machined for a precise fit, and individually inspected for quality
assurance. The large 90mm throttle body opening, 87mm velocity stacks,
and hi-velocity intake runners with smooth transitions allow the Ultra
Series Manifold to outflow the competition. Designed to be used with built,
high-horsepower naturally aspirated or forced induction setups, the
Skunk2 Ultra Series Intake Manifold helps provide a new level affordable
high-end intake technology to the marketplace.

Product Description
FEATURES:
- Hi-Grade Mounting Hardware
- 1.82L Plenum Volume
- 8.72" Long Runners with Raised Velocity Stacks- Plenty of Material to
PortUnique Mounting Flange Universally Fits All B Series VTEC Heads
- 74mm Throttle Body Opening
- Includes Thermal Manifold Flange Gasket
- Generously Cast Runner Walls for Porting
- Fits ALL Popular Chassis Configurations
- Not Just Race Cars

Part Number Fits:
- Acura B17A1
- Acura B18A1, B1, C1, C5
- Honda B16A2, A3
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- Honda B20B, Z

NOTE:Will NOT work with factory throttle bodyA minimum of 68mm
throttle body is required.

Brand BC-Racing Coilover
Brand BC-RACING
Type BR Type
Series RA Series
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Suspension Part

Description

BC RACING BR Series Coilover : 
The BR series coilovers use a large 46mm diameter piston in a 53mm
diameter damper body to maximise oil capacity. As the damper unit
operates the oil contained within heats up. The viscosity of oil changes as
its temperature varies which can lead to changes in the damping
characteristics of the unit.BC Racing only use a very high quality oil with
their coilovers but go that extra mile to maximise performance and build
their BR range with a large 53mm diameter damper body. This increases
the capacity of the unit which increases the volume of oil contained which
in turn reduces the peak temperature and so significantly improves
damper performance.

Product Quick View:
For Street and Circuit Use
- Front : Pillowball Top Mount
- Rear : Rubber Top Mount or No Top Mount
- Sku : E036

Feature:
- F：With Pillowball Top Mount
- R：With (or without) Rubber Top Mount
- 30-level Damping Force Adjustment
- Enlarged cylinder and newly developed piston
- Full Length Adjustable
- Monotube Design for Maximum Performance
- Available for Overhaul

Brand BC-Racing Coilover
Brand BC-RACING
Type V1 Design
Country of Manufacture Taiwan
Series VN Series

Suspension Part

Description

Feature
- F：Without Top Mount
- R：Without Top Mount
- 30-level Damping Force Adjustment
- Full Length Adjustable
- Various Spring Rates Available
- One Year Limited Warranty
- Available for Overhaul
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Brand HARDRACE
Country of Manufacture Taiwan

Suspension Part

Description

HARDRACE Camber kit made chassis alignment more accurate, the arm
of camber kit series include elevation angle, inclination angle and beam
angle products, etc. HARDRACE camber kit reduces tire wear and
increase tire durable. Made with harden rubber bushing, provide
advanced stability and accurate response steering, especially during high
speed driving and cornering.

Tel 03-5886 2625
Fax 03-5886 2625
Mobile Phone 017-396 8567
Mobile Phone 012-206 1409
Mobile Phone 012-289 7863
E-Mail bakusoracing@gmail.com

Bakuso Racing Sdn. Bhd.

No 21, Jalan PJS 11/24, 47500, Subang Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
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